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Unit I.  

THE HISTORY OF CARS BUILDING 

 
Task 1. a). Study information. 

Types of affixes. 
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1. Affixes of nouns:  

- ion / - sion /-tion; -ure / -ture; -ment; -ance / -ence - abstract nouns;  

- er / -or - denotes a job;  

-ing - process;  

-ty / -ity; -ness - property, attribute. 

 

2. Affixes of adjectives:  

-ic; -able / -ible; -ant / -ent ; -ive; -ous; -al; -ful – presence of the characteristic 

expressed by stem;  

-less - lack of quality;  

-un / -in / -ir / -il / -im - opposite, not. 

 

3. Affixes of verbs:  

- ize – from noun,  to acquire the features of noun;  

re- (prefix) again or back. 

 

b). Find in the dictionary all meanings of the words. Construct all possible words 

adding any affixes. 

Example: research – researcher (noun), construct – constructive (adjective), write -  

rewrite (verb). 

 

1. Engineer ___________________________________________________ 

2. Build ______________________________________________________ 

3. Application _________________________________________________ 

4. Construct ___________________________________________________ 

5. Utilize _____________________________________________________ 

 

Task 2. Use the table to construct statements about buildings and builders. 

 

Her father is 

are 

have 

has 

a builder. 

Builder an honorable profession. 

The builder9s profession many old bridges in our town. 

There pads to protect their hands. 

 

Task 3. Read and translate the following word combinations into Russian.  

 

1. Profession of civil engineer_______________________________________ 

2. Branches of civil engineering _____________________________________ 

3. Utilization of materials and forces of nature________________________ 

4. To protect oneself against the elements _____________________________ 

5. Civil engineering_______________________________________________ 

6. Mechanical engineering _________________________________________ 

7. Electrical engineering __________________________________________ 

8. Nuclear engineering ___________________________________________ 

9. Mining engineering____________________________________________ 

10. Military engineering ___________________________________________ 
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11. Marine engineering____________________________________________ 

12. Sanitary engineering ___________________________________________ 

 

Task 4. Read and translate the text.  

 

 

                                                        Automative Engineering 

 

The automobile has undergone significant changes largely due to advancements in the 

automotive engineering industry. Behind every car, truck, bus or bike on the roads and in the  

store there is an automobile engineer who played a key role in their design and construction. 

Because of the massive amount of vehicles on the roads today, the automobile engineering 

industry has a lot of responsibility both to ensure the safety of those vehicles and to make them 

more efficient. 

Automobile engineering employs different engineering disciplines to assist in the design and 

manufacture of any kind of vehicles such as cars and buses, bikes and trucks. So, for example, 

one automobile engineer is in charge of working on the body of the vehicle to make sure that it is 

as aerodynamic as possible. It leads to performance maximization and makes sure that a vehicle 

uses as little fuel as possible. While another is working on the structural integrity of the vehicle to 

make sure that in case of any sort of crash, the people inside the vehicle are as protected as 

possible, and so on. If you imagine all the components that make up a vehicle, then it is clear that 

there is someone who is responsible for making sure that a vehicle functions properly. Some of 

these jobs and tasks overlap. To make sure that all these subsystems of the car work together 

there is generally a systems engineer or a development engineer who has an overseer role. 

 

To undergo significant changes – ?>425@30BPAS 7=0G8B5;P=O< 87<5=5=8S<; 
A key role – >A=>2=0S, :;RG520S @>;P; 
Responsibility – >B25BAB25==>ABP; 
To ensure the safety of the vehicle – >15A?5G820BP 157>?0A=>ABP B@0=A?>@B=>3> A@54AB20; 
To assist – ?><>30BP, A>459AB2>20BP; 
Performance maximization – <0:A8<870F8S @01>G8E E0@0:B5@8AB8:; 
To make up – S2;SBPAS G0ABPR, A>AB02;SBP; 
Overseer – :>=B@>;5@, 8=A?5:B>@, <0AB5@. 
 

  

Task 5.  Answer the following questions.   

 

1. What is engineering? 

2. What  branches does engineering encompass?  

3. What branches does automobile engineering employ? 

4. Who is responsible for making sure that a vehicle functions properly? 

 

Task 6.  Agree or disagree with the following statements and add some more 

information if needed. 

 

1. The automobile has undergone significant changes due to advancements in the 

automotive engineering. 
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2. Automobile engineers play a key role in the design and construction. 

3. It is a vehicle is as aerodynamic as possible, it leads to performance maximization. 

4. There is nobody who is responsible for making sure that a vehicle functions properly. 

5. A development engineer has not got an overseer role. 

 

Task 7.  Use these clichés to retell the text. 
 

I9m going to retell&&. 
In the beginning of&&  
I9ve known that&& 

It was interesting to know that&&.. 
Speaking of&.. it turned out that&&& 

The fact that &&& was new for me.......... 
It goes without saying that .......... 

Moreover (Furthermore)............... 

To sum up ................... 

In conclusion .................. 

However .................. 

 

 

Task 8. Read, translate and complete the dialogue. 

 
Teacher:   Today we are going to discuss the development of different branches of 

engineering. Can you name any? 

Student:  Yes, certainly. The most important of them are: civil, mechanical, electrical, 

nuclear, mining, military, marine and sanitary engineering. 

Teacher:   Let9s remember the fields of civil engineering. 
Student:   In the whole, civil engineering makes housing, industrial construction; the 

construction of highways, city streets and railroads. 

Teacher:   Explain, please, the fields of mechanical and military engineering. 

Student:…………………………………………………………… 
 

Task 9. Read and translate the text.  

 

                                                       The history of land transport 

 

1. The word transport means to carry people or goods from place to place. It is also used for 

the vehicles that carry people or goods for example; motor transport includes buses, 

lorries, motor coaches and motor cars. The American word for the same thing is 

transportation, and the remark <transportation is civilization= was made by an American, 
the motor-car manufacturer Henry Ford. 

2. The history of transportation is divided into two stages. The first stage is that in which all 

forms transport depended directly on the power of men or animals or on natural forces 

such as winds and current. The second stage began with the development of the steam 

engine, which was followed by the electric motor and the internal combustion engine as 

the main sources of power for transport. 
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3. The most ancient peoples were probably wanderers. They did not live in settled homes 

because they did not know how to till the soil. As they moved from place to place they 

had to carry their goods themselves. The porters were usually the women,  probably 

because the men had to be ready to beat off attacks by wild beasts or enemies. Even now, 

to carry the household goods is the job of women in backward wandering tribes. 

4. The next step was the use of pack animals for carrying goods. The kind of animal used 

varied in different places, ut the general idea was the same – the bundles or baskets were 

carried by the animals on their backs. The dog, although too small to carry much, was 

probably one of the first transport animals used because it is so easily trained. Dogs are 

still to be trained for dragging sledges in the Arctic because of their light weight. 

5. The next advance in land transport came with the invention of the wheel. The wheel at 

once led to the development of two-wheeled carts and four-wheeled wagons and 

carriages, but before these could be used for carrying goods over long distances, a system 

of roads was necessary. These roads had to be wide enough to take a cart and paved, for 

unless their surface was paved the wheels sank in and the cart stuck. In Britain, and also 

over much Europe, the first long-distance paved roads were made by the Romans, chiefly 

so that troops could be marched without delay from place to place. The roads made it 

possible to use wheeled traffic. However, when the Roman Empire collapsed, the roads 

gradually got into a very bad state. 

6. There were two problems to be solved – first, how to make good roads, and, second, to 

dicide who was to pay for them. In Great Britain these problems were solved in the 18
th
 

century. Stretches of roads were handed over to groups called trusts. The trusts borrowed 

money for repairing and improving the roads, paying it back from the sums they collected 

from road users. This method of paying for new roads and bridges is still used, especially 

in the United States, 

7. Then it became possible to travel rather comfortably by coaches. In cities like London, 

rich people had their own carriages, while poor people went on horseback or walked. 

Then appeared carriages that could be hired for short distances. They correspond to the 

modern taxis. The word is short for yaxi cab which in turn comes from the words 

taximeter and cabriolet. A cabriolet is a light two-wheeled carriage introduced from 

France in the 19
th
 century. The taximeter is a mechanical device connected with the 

wheels which, by measuring the distance travelled, shows the fare due at any moment. It 

is also controlled by a clock so that waiting time too is charged for. 

 

 

Task 10. Find in the text the passage describing how financial problems were solved in Great 

Britain and the United States and translate them into Russian.  

 

 

Task 11. Fill in the chart and give your reasons 

 Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 

The car is our 

friend 

    

The car is our 

enemy 
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Task 12.  Read the following arguments. Think of some more. 

 

The car is our friend The car is our enemy 

1. It saves our time. 

2. It carries our luggage. 

3. It gives us comfort while travelling. 

4. It gives us the opportunity to travel and 

see the world around. 

5. It brings help quickly (police, 

ambulance, fire engines). 

1. It makes noise. 

2. It causes air pollution. 

3. Many people are killed or injured in car 

accidents. 

4. It causes traffic jams. 

5. You don9t walk enough and it does 
harm to your health. 

 

 

 
Task 13.  Use  correct forms of adjectives. 

 

1. Civil, mechanical, electrical, nuclear, mining, military engineering branches are 

(important) ___________ ones.  

2. Civil engineering is (old) _________than nuclear one. 

3. Railway transport is still one of (cheap) _________ ways of hauling freight over 

long distances. 

4. The line covering 854 m. is much (short) ____________ than distance line in 644 

km. Nowadays air transport is (fast) ___________ way of communication. 

 

Task 14.  Choose the correct forms of verbs. 

 

1. During the last hundred years many new methods of building _______________. 

    a) has been discovered, b) have been discovered, c) will has been discovered  

 

2. One of the most recent discoveries _________ the usefulness of steel as a building 

material. 

   a) is, b) were, c) be 

 

3. Nowadays it _________ often necessary to have a very fast transport. 

   a) is, b) are, c) were 

 

 

Task 15. Read and translate the text.  

 

The history of road markings. 

 

In 1911 in Wayne County (o:@C3), Michigan, an automobile driver observed a 

collision on a narrow bridge between a horse and a buggy (no2>7:0), and an automobile 

going into opposite directions. Each of the drivers was sure that he was on his own side 

of the road. The observer was Edward Hines, the governor of the county. 
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Mr. Hines immediately decided that it must be possible for drivers to determine with 

certainty where their side of the road was. He ordered a white line painted on the centre 

of every bridge and every turn within his county. 

Subsequently he had his idea extended to all the highways of the county. The centre 

line and various pavement markings have unquestionably saved many lives. They are 

now one of the most effective means of controlling traffic. 

 

Task 16. Make your own questions for any 3 sentences of the text above.  
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Unit II.  

MEANS OF TRANSPORT 

 

 
Task 1. Read, translate the text and find answers to the given questions. 

 

Different kinds of land transport 

 

1. What was the reaction of the people after the invention of the steam engine? 

In Washington the story is told of a director of the Patent Office who in the early thirties 

of the last century suggested that the Office be closed because <everything that could 
possibly be invented had been invented=. People experienced a similar feeling after the 

invention of the steam engine.  

But there was a great need for a more efficient engine than the steam engine, for one 

without a huge boiler, an engine that could quickly be started and stopped. This problem 

was solved by the invention of  the  internal combustion engine. 

 

2. Who introduced the first cheap motor car? 

The first practical internal combustion engine was introduced in the form of a gas engine 

by the German engineer N. Otto in 1876. 

Since then motor transport began to spread in Europe very rapidly. But the person who 

was the first to make it really popular was Henry Ford, an American manufacturer who 

produced the first cheap motor car, the famous Ford Model <T=. 
 

3. When did diesel-engined lorries become general? 

The rapid development of the internal combustion engine led to its use in the farm 

tractors, thereby creating a revolution in agriculture. The use of motor vehicles for 

carrying heavy loads developed more slowly until the 1930s when diesel-engined lorries 

became general. 

The motor cycle steadily increased in popularity as engines and  tyres  became more 

reliable and roads improved. Motor cycles were found well suited for competition races 

and sporting events and were also recognized as the cheapest form of fast transport, 

 

4. When were the trams introduced first? 

Buses were started in Paris in 1820.  In 1828 they were introduced in London by George 

Shillibeer, a coach builder who used The French name Omnibus which was obtained  

from the Latin word meaning <for all=. His omnibuses were driven by three horses  and 

had seats for 22 passengers. Then in the 20
th
 century reliable petrol engines became 

available, and by 1912 the new motor buses were fast replacing horse-driven buses. 

Trams were introduced in the middle of the 19
th
 century. The idea was that, as the rails 

were smoother than the roads, less effort was needed to pull a tram than a bus. The first 

trams were horse-drawn but the later trams were almost all driven by electricity. The 

electric motor driving the tram was usually with electric current from overhead wires. 

Such wires are also used by trolleybuses, which run on rubber tyres and do not need rails. 

Another form of transport used in London, Paris, Berlin, Moscow, St. Petersburg, Kiev 

and some other crowded cities is the underground railway. 
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London9s first underground railway of the <tube= was opened in 1863, the Moscow 
underground in 1935. 

 

 

Task 2.  Find the meaning of new words in dictionary and use them in your own sentences. 

 

To adopt Truck or lorry Non-road mobile machinery 

To be devoted To vary To install the internal 

combustion engine 

Vehicles and trailers Bulky equipment Earthmoving machinery 

To be defined Non-self-propelled vehicles Off-road vehicles 

Carriage To be towed Paved or gravel surface 

Omnibuses and coaches Purpose Capable 

Chassis frame, engine, fuel Motor caravans, armoured 

vehicles, ambulances 

Tyres with deep open treads 

Desirable Wheeled, with caterpillar 

tracks 

Flexible suspension 

Goods To pull, to push Versatile 

 

Task 3. Divide the following words or phrases into four groups 

 

1. Passenger vehicles:   ___________________________________________ 

2. Vehicles for the carriage of goods:_________________________________ 

 ___________________________________________________________ 

3. Non-road mobile machinery: ___________________________________ 

4. Off-road vehicles: ___________________________________________ 

 
Coach, truck, pickup, omnibus, scraper, gravel surface, flexible suspension, lorry, 

excavator, caterpillar track, grader, bus, motor car, bulky equipment, large tyres, 

bulldozer, deep open treads. 

 

Task 4. Read and translate the text, try to focus on its essential facts and choose the 

most suitable heading given below for each paragraph. 

 

1) Trailers and Semi-trailers 

2) Off-road Vehicles 

3) Passenger Vehicles 

4) Classification of Vehicles 

5) Non-road Mobile Machinery 

6) Vehicles for the Carriage of Goods 

7) Special Purpose Vehicles 

8) Tractors      
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Vehicle categories 

 

On the 30
th

 of November, 2011 at the World Forum for Harmonization of Vehicles, the 

Inland Transport Committee of Economic Commission for Europe adopted 

<Consolidation Resolution on the Construction of Vehicles=. One of the units of the 

resolution is devoted to the classification of power-driven vehicles and trailers. Vehicle 

categories are defined according to the following classification: motor vehicles with at 

least four wheels designed and constructed for the carriage of passengers (category 

<M=), motor vehicles with at least four wheels designed and constructed for the carriage 

of goods (category <N=);  trailers (category <O=); special purpose vehicles; agricultural 

and forestry tractors (category <T=); non-road mobile machinery; off-road vehicles 

(category <G=). 
There are numerous types of passenger vehicles: light passenger vehicles (motor cars or 

cars), people carriers or mini-buses, buses (omnibuses), coaches, etc. They may be 

classified according to the types of chassis frame, engine, fuel, as well as the purpose for 

which they are used. 

Motor vehicles for the carriage of goods include light commercial vehicles (also light 

goods vehicle) and large goods vehicles, LGV (also heavy goods vehicle, HGV). A large 

goods vehicle is the European Union (EU) term for any truck (lorry) with mass over 3,5 

tones. Trucks vary greatly in size, power and configuration. Light commercial vehicles 

with mass not more than 3,5 tones are called light vans. When a vehicle is required for 

the transportation of bulky equipment, a pickup would be often desirable. 

Trailers and semi-trailers are non-self-propelled vehicles. It is required that they should 

be towed by power-driven vehicles.  

Special purpose vehicles embrace the vehicles of categories <M=, <N= or <O= for the 
carriage of passengers or goods and for performing special functions with special body 

arrangement and equipment. They include motor caravans, armoured vehicles, 

ambulances, etc. 

Agricultural and forestry tractors are power-driven vehicles, either wheeled or caterpillar 

tracks, which are designed to pull, push, carry or actuate certain tools, machines or 

trailers. 

The term <non-road mobile machinery= means any mobile machine, transportable 
industrial equipment or vehicle with or without body not intended for the use of 

passenger- or goods- transport on the road, in which the internal combustion engine is 

installed. Non-road mobile machinery , such as scrapers, bulldozers, graders, excavators, 

etc. 

Off-road vehicles are considered to be any types of vehicles which are capable of 

driving on and off paved or gravel surface. They are generally characterized by having 

large tyres with deep open treads, a flexible suspension, or even caterpillar tracks. They 

have a versatile application, e.g. several types of motorsports involve off-road vehicles. 

 

                                                   

Task 5. Agree or disagree with the following statements. 

 

1. The classification of power-driven vehicles was defined at the World Forum for 

Harmonization of Vehicles. 2. Numerous types of passenger vehicles are known 

to be included into category <M=. 3. Category <G= represents off-road vehicles. 4. 
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Light commercial vehicles are considered to be passenger vehicles. 5. Agricultural 

tractors may be either wheeled or with caterpillar tracks. 6. The vehicles of <M=, 
<N= or <O= categories may be special purpose vehicles. 7. Trailers are non-

propelled vehicles. 

 

 

Task 6. Match the adjectives in column A with the nouns in column B: 

                                A                                       B 

1 agricultural a classification 

2 numerous b equipment 

3 following c Union 

4 special d tools 

5 mobile e tractors 

6 European f body 

7 bulky g types 

8 internal h machinery 

9 flexible f suspension 

10 certain j combustion 

 

1 ____, 2 ____, 3 ____, 4 ____, 5 ____, 6 ____, 7 ____, 8 ____,9____,10____. 

 

Task 7.  Identify these phrases at the sentence level in the text . 

 

Task 8. Find out 8 words on the topic <Means of Transport=: 

 
x s t i f n e s s i 

u d e f 0 r m s t d 

w i z u r 0 0 a r g 

p e e r c w z y e e 

x i s t e e 1 0 n h 

w y 0 0 1 1 a z g g 

s s e n h g u 0 t n 

f r a c t u r e h c 

1. _______________________ 

2. _______________________ 

3. _______________________ 

4.  _______________________ 

5. _______________________ 

6. _______________________ 

7. _______________________ 

8. _______________________ 

 
Task 9.  Decide which of the verbs on the left collocate with the nouns on the right and 

then identify the word combinations at the sentence level in the text: 
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1. To adopt a categories 
2. To perform b classification 
3. To tow c functions 
4 To involve d resolution 
5 To define e trailers 
6 To be devoted to f tools 
7 To actuate g goods 
8 To carry h vehicles 
9 To board i engines 
10 To install j coaches 
 
1.  2.  3.  4.  5.  6.  7.  8.  9.  10.  
 
____ 
Task 10.  Read the text again and complete the following sentences, change the word in 

capitals at the end of each sentence to form a word that fits suitably in the blank space,  

1. <A large good vehicle= is the &.. Union term for any truck EUROPE. 
2. This vehicle has special body &.. ARRANGE. 
3. It depends on the &&. of the vehicle CONSTRUCT. 

4. The LGV is for the &&.. of goods TRANSPORT. 
5. This vehicle is for the carriage of the special&&.. EQUIP. 

 

Task 11. Insert the words at the sentence level: fill in the blanks with the missing words 

(the first letter of each word is given). 

 

1. V& categories are defined according to the classification. 2. There is a 

classification of power-driven vehicles and t&. . 3. Passenger vehicles may be 
classified according to the types of e&& . 4. Pickups are usually used for b&. 
equipment. 5. Trucks v&.. in power and configuration. 6. Special purpose 

vehicles include armoured vehicles, a&.., etc. 7. Agricultural tractors pull and 
p&. trailers. 8. The internal c&.. engine is installed in the motor car. 9. The off-
road vehicles have a v&.. application. 

 

 

Task 12. Fill in the blanks to streamline the use of the Subjunctive Mood. The words in 

brackets are given to help you. 

 

1. It &.. useful to investigate this problem (to be). 2. There &.. no results without 
these experiments (to be). 3. He suggested that you && this article (to read). 4. I 
wish I &.. about it (to know). 5. I brought the book for you so that you &...(to 
read). 6. If I were you, I &. These lectures (to attend). 7. If you had visited the 
library yesterday, you &.. some more information about it (to find). 8. It ,,,,,, 
difficult to define this term (to be). 9. It is necessary that they && there with me 
(to go). 10. It && to the point to read this book (to be). 

 

Task 13. Make up sentences according to the models to practice the use of the 

Subjunctive Mood 
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Model A: БO?B 5O <AF9D9EAB CB5O64FP A4 QFB= >BAH9D9AJ<<. 

                It would be interesting to attend this conference. 

 

1. �O;> 1O 8=B5@5A=> ?@>G8B0BP QBC AB0BPR. 2. �O;> 1O 65;0B5;P=> 2OCG8BP 
QB8 B5@<8=O. 3. �O;> 1O B@C4=> @5H8BP QBC ?@>1;5<C. 4. �O;> 1O ?>;57=> 
>1@01>B0BP QB8 40==O5. 5. �O;> 1O :AB0B8 ?>A5B8BP QB>B <C759. 
 

Model B: ХBF9?BEP 5O, KFB5O QFBF 46FB@B5<?P CBAD46<?ES 64@. 
                I wish you like this motor car. 

 

1. )>B5;>AP 1O, GB>1O 2O :C?8;8 QB>B 02B><>18;P. 2. )>B5;>AP 1O, GB>1O 2O 
>?@545;8;8 QB>B B5@<8=. 3. )>B5;>AP 1O, GB>1O 2O ?@8=S;8 QBC @57>;RF8R. 
4. )>B5;>AP 1O, GB>1O 2O 8A?>;P7>20;8 QB> >1>@C4>20=85. 5. )>B5;>AP 1O, 
GB>1O 2O ?>5E0;8 2 02B>1CA5. 
 

Task 14. Read and translate the text.  

 

Buses and coaches 

 

Buses (also called omnibuses) are designed to transport about forty passengers. In towns 

and cities there are usually short distances between stops, and speed of loading and 

unloading passengers is very important. The entrance step to the bus is about 300mm 

above the road and it provides an easy step up. Another step up leads to the deck of the 

bus. The doors are usually power-operated by the driver to prevent passengers getting on 

or off while the bus is moving. A double-decker bus is carrying about sixty passengers. 

In modern designs the entrance is at the front for the driver to have a direct view of 

boarding passengers. 

A coach is a type of a bus for conveying between thirty and forty passengers on 

excursions or for fairly long distances between towns and even countries. Unlike buses 

designed for shorter journeys, coaches have a luggage hold separate from the passenger 

cabin and are normally equipped with facilities required  for longer trips: comfortable 

seats, air-conditioning, overhead luggage compartments, small tables for small snacks, 

video screens to show movies, and sometimes even a toilet. 

 

 

Task 15. Agree or disagree with the following statements.   

 

1. Speed of loading and unloading passengers is very important in towns and cities. 

2. The doors in buses are not power-operated by the driver. 

3. Omnibuses transport about sixty passengers. 

4. Coaches are just the same as buses. 

5. Coaches are usually equipped with facilities required for longer trips. 

 

Task 16. Find English equivalents from the text above. 

 

1. ?>A04:0 8 2OA04:0 ?0AA068@>2 ___________________________,  
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2. >15A?5G820BP __________________________________,  

3. ?@5?SBAB2>20BP __________________________,  

4. 4;S ?5@52>7:8 ?0AA068@>2_____________________________,  

5. 1;03>?@8SB=O5 CA;>28S __________________________,  

6. 10306_______________________________,  

7. A ?>;=O< <0AB5@AB2>< _____________________________,  

8. ;CGH5 2A53> E0@0:B5@87C5BAS ________________________. 

 

Task 17.  Ask questions and use the words in italics in your answers. The words in brackets will 

help you.  
 
1. The doors are usually power-operated by the driver to prevent passengers getting on 

or off while the bus is moving (why). 

2. The entrance is at the front for the driver to have a direct view of boarding passengers  

in modern buses (why). 

3. We may decode <LGV= as <light goods vehicle= (how). 

4. <LGV= is an official EU term (what). 

5. <HGV= means <heavy goods vehicle= (what). 

 

Task 18. Read, translate and act the dialogue.  

 

                                                <LGV’ and <HGV= 

A.: Would you be so kind as to explain what the abbreviation <LGV= really means? We 
may decode <LGV= as <light goods vehicle= and also as <large goods vehicle=. 
B.: You see, <light commercial vehicle= is the official term used within the European 
Union for a commercial vehicle with mass not more than 3.5 tonnes. And it has an 

abbreviation <LCV= . But some parts of the UK use for <a light commercial vehicle= the  
abbreviation <LGV= and decode it as 8light goods vehicle9. 
A.: So the abbreviation <LGV= should be used for motor vehicles which carry light 
goods. 

B.: Not quite so. <Light goods vehicle= or <LGV=, can be confused with <large goods 
vehicle=, also <LGV= which is the official EU term for a vehicle with mass of over 3.5 

tonnes. 

A.: As far as I remember, I have come across the abbreviation <HGV= for such kinds of 
vehicles. 

B.: You are absolutely right. <HGV= stands for <heavy goods vehicle9. And this term is 
also used. Moreover, the term <medium goods vehicle= is used within some parts of the 
UK to refer to goods vehicles of between 3.5 and 7.5 tonnes which according to the EU 

are also <large goods vehicle=. 
A.: Oh, it9s not easy to differentiate all these terms& 

B.: I do agree with you. I have spent a lot of time surfing the Internet on the point but 

still have a lot to clear out. 

A.: I am interested in everything concerning the vehicles. I9d like to research this 
problem together. 

B.: I don9t mind. Let9s do it right now. 
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Task 19. Role-play the following situations. 

 

1. You are present at the World Forum for Harmonization of Vehicles. You are discussing 

with the representatives from the USA one of the units of the resolution devoted to the 

classification of power-driven vehicles. 2. While travelling in the coach you are 

discussing with an English man the coach facilities. 

 

Task 20. Complete  the  sentences. 

  

1. Prestressed concrete has been used during ... .   

2. Plain concrete is strong in ... .  

3. The sagging of a beam made of plain concrete may cause it to ... . 

4. Incorporated steel bars in the lower portion of a beam prevent ... . 

5. A beam made of prestressed concrete is permanently under ... . 

6.  Prestressed concrete is now employed extensively for ... . 

 

 
Task 21.  Translate the following sentences from Russian into English.   

 

1. �0B53>@88 B@0=A?>@B=OE A@54AB2 >?@545;SRBAS 2 A>>B25BAB288 A 8E 
:;0AA8D8:0F859. 
2. �0B53>@8S   2:;RG05B <5E0=8G5A:85 B@0=A?>@B=O5 A@54AB20, 8<5RI85 =5 
<5=55 G5BO@5E :>;5A 8 8A?>;P7C5<O5 4;S ?5@52>7:8 ?0AA068@>2. 
3. �0B53>@8S N 2:;RG05B <5E0=8G5A:85 B@0=A?>@B=O5 A@54AB20, 8<5RI85 =5 <5=55 
G5BO@5E :>;5A 8 8A?>;P7C5<O5 4;S ?5@52>7:8 3@C7>2 
4.  5E0=8G5A:85 B@0=A?>@B=O5 A@54AB20 4;S ?5@52>7:8 3@C7>2 ?@54AB02;5=O 
;53:8<8 3@C7>2O<8 B@0=A?>@B=O<8 A@54AB20<8 8 1>;PH8<8 3@C7>2O<8 
B@0=A?>@B=O<8 A@54AB20<8. 
5. #@8F5?O 8 ?>;C?@8F5?O – QB> ;R1O5 =5A0<>E>4=O5 B@0=A?>@B=O5 A@54AB20, 
:>B>@O5 A:>=AB@C8@>20=O 4;S 8E 1C:A8@>2:8 <5E0=8G5A:8<8 B@0=A?>@B=O<8 
A@54AB20<8. 

6. �=54>@>6=0S ?>4286=0S B5E=8:0 2:;RG05B 2 A51S 75<;5@>9=>-B@0=A?>@B=O5 
<0H8=O, B0:85 :0: A:@5?5@O, 1C;P4>75@O, 3@5945@O, Q:A:020B>@O 8 4@. 
7. &@0=A?>@B=O5 A@54AB20 ?>2OH5==>9 ?@>E>48<>AB8 E0@0:B5@87CRBAS 1>;PH8<8 
H8=0<8 A 3;C1>:8<8 >B:@OBO<8 ?@>B5:B>@0<8, «<S3:>9» ?>425A:>9 8;8 4065 
3CA5=8G=O< B@5:><. 
 

Task 22. Make a summary of the text using the following phrases. 

 

1. The title of the text is&.. 
2. The text is about& The text deals with& 

3. The text covers such points as&. 
4. It should be underlined that&. 
5. In conclusion , I may say that&.. 
6. To my mind&.. In my opinion&. 

 

Earthmoving machinery 
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A scraper is a heavy earthmoving machine. The rear part has a vertically moveable 

hopper (also known as the bowl) with a sharp horizontal front edge. The hopper can be 

very efficient on short distances where the cut and fill areas are close together and have 

sufficient length to fill the hopper. Most often, scrapers are large and powerful wheeled 

machines. But some scrapers are tracked heavy machines. The tracks give them 

excellent ground hold and mobility through a very rough surface. 

A bulldozer is a machine equipped with a substantial metal plate (known as a blade) 

used to push large quantities of soil, sand, or other material. Bulldozers are also used to 

loosen densely-compacted materials with a a claw-like device (known as  a ripper) 

placwd at the rear. There are two types of bulldozer^ crawler bulldozer (crawler dozer) 

and wheeled bulldozer (wheel dozer). 

A grader is a construction machine with a long blade used to create a flat surface, to 

finish the <rough grading= performed by scrapers and bulldozers. Graders are commonly 
used in the construction and maintenance of roads or in the preparation of the base for a 

wide flat surface for the asphalt to be placed on or to finish grade prior to the 

construction of large buildings. A more recent innovation is the outfitting of graders 

with GPS technology. 

Excavators tracked or wheeled are heavy construction machines the parts of which are 

boom, sticks, bucket and cab on a rotating platform (known as the <house=).  Excavators 
are also called diggers, mechanical shovels, or 360-degree excavators (sometimes 

abbreviated simply to 360). 

 

 

 
Task 23. The text contains different mistakes: 4- in spelling, 3 – in grammar. Correct the 

mistakes and rewrite the text. 

 

 

An automobile, motor car or car are a wheeled motor vehicle used for transporting rather 

passengers than goods, which are also cary its own engine or motor. Most definitions of 

the term specifies that automobiles been designed to run primarily on roads, to have 

seats for one to eight people, and to have typically four wheels. 

 

 

Task 24. Match the following words with their Russian equivalents: 

  

1 earthmoving 

machinery 

a <0H8=0 «A:>@>9 
?><>I8» 

2 a trailer      b 3@C7>28: 
3 a coach c <0AA82=O9, 

3@><>74:89 
4 an ambulance d BC@8ABA:89 02B>1CA 
5 bulky e ?@8F5? 
6 a truck f B@0=A?>@B=>5 

A@54AB2> 
?>2OH5==>9 
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?@>E>48<>AB8 
7 off-road vehicles g 75<;5@>9=>-

B@0=A?>@B=O5 
<0H8=O 

1. ____, 2. ____, 3. ____, 4. ____, 5. ____, 6. ____, 7. ____. 

 

Task 25.  Сomplete the spidergram. 

 

 
 

 

 

Task  28.   Put the following sentences in negative and  

interrogative form. 

 

1. Category <N= embraces motor vehicles for the carriage of 
goods.________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

2. A double-decker bus carries about sixty passengers. 

______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

3. Vehicles are defined according to their classification. ______________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

4. They defined vehicle categories long ago. _____________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

5. This wheeled tractor pulled the trailer not long ago. _____________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

Means of 

Transport 
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Unit III. 

                                         MOTOR CARS COMPONENTS 

 

Task 1. Read and translate the text, try to focus on its essential facts and choose the 

most suitable heading given below for each paragraph.  

   

1) Engine 

2) Suspension System 

3) Integral Chassis Frame and Body 

4) Motor Car Components 

5) Transmission and Drive Lines 

 

                                       Motor Car Structure 

A structure of vehicle has to fulfil a number of requirements. The prime purpose of the 

vehicle structure is to provide a location for all the necessary vehicle systems and 

components. The purpose of the vehicle will also dictate the size and weight of the 

vehicle systems and components and therefore the structure will be designed 

accordingly. The main structural components of a motor car are engine, chassis and 

body. Chassis embraces transmission (clutch, gear-box, propeller shaft, main shaft, 

differentials, final drive shafts or half-shafts), drive lines (frame, front and rear axles, 

suspension and wheels) and steering systems (wheel steering and brake steering). 

The usual source of power for a motor car is an internal combustion engine. A petrol 

(gasoline) engine has traditionally been the most popular for light passenger vehicles. 

The engine is heavy vehicles is usually a large capacity diesel, the main requirements for 

which are an ability to produce high levels of pulling power, reliability, and low fuel 

consumption. 

The power of the engine is transmitted through the transmission and drive lines to the 

drive wheels. For the rear-wheel drive (RWD) layout, the rear wheels act as the driving 

wheels. Spacing out the main components in this layout makes each unit accessible but a 

drawback is the intrusion of the transmission components into the passenger 

compartment. The compactness of the front-wheel drive (FWD) layout has made it very 

popular on modern cars, especially on small cars. The arrangement of four-wheel drive 

(4WD) is safer because it distributes the drive to all four wheels and during acceleration 

it reduces the risks of wheel spin. 

The suspension system involving springs, shock absorbers and linkagesserves a dual 

purpose: contributing to the vehicle9s handling for good active safety and driving 
pleasure, and keeping vehicles occupants comfortable and reasonably well isolated from 

road bumps, vibrations, etc. 

 Most modern cars are built an integral chassis frame and body. This frameless or 

integral arrangement provides a stiff light construction to the motor car, which is 

particularly suitable for mass-produced vehicles. A suitable designed body shell 

canwithstand various frame stresses. A lightweight unitary construction contains 

relatively light vehicle systems and components and provides sufficient space for a 

driver and passengers. 
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Task 2.  Agree or disagree with the following statements. 

 

1. To provide a location for all the necessary vehicle systems and components is the 

prime purpose of the vehicle structure. __________________________________ 

2. The usual source of power for a motor car is a diesel. ___________________ 

3. The front wheel drive layout is rather compact.  _______________________ 

4. Most of the modern cars are designed with an integral chassis frame and body. 

__________________________________________________________________ 

5. A small passenger vehicle with a light unitary construction doesn9t provide 
sufficient space for a driver and passengers. _______________________________ 

 

Task 3. Translate the following words. 

 

1 engine  21 gearbox  

2 chassis  22 propeller shaft  

3 body  23 drive shafts  

4 petrol 

(gasoline) 

engine 

 24 half-shafts  

5 capacity  25 front and rear 

axles 

 

6 pulling power  26 suspension  

7 reliability  27 layout  

8 low fuel 

consumption 

 28 rear-wheel 

drive 

 

9 transmission  29 front-wheel 

drive 

 

10 drive lines  30 four-wheel 

drive 

 

11 steering 

systems 

 31 accessible  

12 clutch  32 to intrude  

13 to distribute  33 shock 

absorbers 

 

14 To reduce 

wheel spin 

 34 linkages  

15 springs  35 wheel steering  

16 vehicle9s 
handling 

 36 brake steering  
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17 to isolate  37 integral 

chassis frame 

and body 

 

18 stiff  38 suitable  

19 to withstand  39 unitary  

20 to locate  40 sufficient  

Task 4. Match the adjectives in column A with the nouns in column B to form 

meaningful phrases and then identify them at the sentence level in the text.. 

           A                                       B 

1 dual a space 

2 necessary b source 

3 unitary c systems 

4 sufficient  d vehicles 

5 structural e components 

6 usual f purpose 

7 heavy g wheels 

8 high h arrangement 

9 rear i levels 

10 integral j construction 

 

Task 5.Decide which of the verbs on the left collocate with the nouns on the right and 

then identify the word combinations at the sentence level in the text. 

1 to fulfill a drive 

2 to provide b risks 

3 to transmit c requirements 

4 to distribute d structure 

5 to reduce e systems and 

components 

6 to withstand f location 

7 to design g vehicle 

8 to locate h power 

9 to serve i stresses 

10 to handle j purpose 

 

 

Task 6. Try to enrich your vocabulary: 
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a) Find words in the text which have the same meanings as the following words: 

 

To perform, some, most important, aim, to construct, integral, enough, major, 

parts, motor, big, disadvantage, embrace, different; 

 

b) Find words in the text whose meanings are opposite to the meanings of the 

following words: 

 

External, heavy, low, passive, old, frameless, unsuitable, unusual; 

 

c) Replace the words in italics with the words with similar meanings: 

 

1. A structure of a vehicle should perform some requirements. 2. This vehicle 

provides enough space for a driver and passengers. 3. The major structural parts 

of a motor car are engine, chassis,, and body. 4. The rear-wheel drive has a 

disadvantage. 5. The integral chassis frame and body can withstand different 

frame stresses. 

 

Task 7.  Complete the sentences : change the word in capitals at the end of each sentence to 

form a word that fits suitably in the blank space..   

1. The frameless arrangement is &.. for mass-produced vehicles SUIT. 

2. The unitary structure has sufficient space for a &. and passengers DRIVE.  

3. In the rear-wheel drive layout each unit is &.. ACCESS. 

4. The suspension system involves shock &.. ABSORB. 
5. This integral &. Provides a stiff light construction to the motor car ARRANGE. 

 

Task 8. Insert the words at the sentence level: fill in the blanks with the missing words 

(the first word of each word is given). 

 

1. This car provides s& space for vehicle9s occupants. 2. Besides p& shaft, 
transmission embraces m& shaft and half-shafts. 3. S&. is a component of the 
drive lines. 4. Steering system embraces w&. steering and b&. steering. 5. One 

of the requirements for the engine is low f&. c&. . 6. The most popular engine 
for light passenger vehicles is a p&. engine.7. The s&& system involves springs, 
shock absorbers, etc. 8. The passengers are isolated from road b&. . 9. This body 
shell can w&& frame stresses. 10. This frameless arrangement is rather s&& . 
 

 

Task 9. Fill in the blanks to streamline the use of the Present Simple and Present 

Perfect. The words in brackets are given to help you . 

 

1. The operation &. usually &. By this structure (to fulfill). 2. The engineer &.. 
already &. the components (to arrange). 3. As a rule, the engine &. high levels of 
pulling power ( to produce). 4. This suspension system always &.. vehicles 
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occupants comfortable (to keep). 5. Lately, most cars &. With integral chassis 
frame and body (to build). 

 

Task 10.  Make up sentences according to the models to practice the use of tenses. 

 

Model A: �4> CD46<?B BA4 D45BF49F 6 BH<E9. 
                 As a rule, they work in the office. 

 

1. �0: ?@028;>, <O 2O?>;=S5< <=>3> 7040=89. 2. !07=0G5=85 B@0=A?>@B=>3> 
A@54AB20 >1OG=> >?@545;S5B 53> @07<5@ 8 25A. 3. !51>;PH>5 ?0AA068@A:>5 
B@0=A?>@B=>5 A@54AB2> >1OG=> 8A?>;P7C5B ;53:89 =5ACI89 :C7>2. 4. (0AA8 
2:;RG05B B@0=A<8AA8R, E>4>2CR G0ABP 8 A8AB5<O C?@02;5=8S. 5. 'AB@>9AB2> 
?>;=>3> ?@82>40 A=8605B @8A: 1C:A>20=8S :>;5A. 
 

Model B: �97><9 A9EGM<9 >G;B64 <ECB?P;GRFES 6 A95B?PL<I 46FB@B5<?SI. 
                 Lightweight unitary constructions are used in small passenger vehicles. 

 

1. �A5 A8AB5<O 8 :><?>=5=BO 02B><>18;S @07<5I0RBAS 2 =5ACI5< :C7>25. 2. 
#@C68=O, 0<>@B870B>@O 8 =0?@02;SRI89 0??0@0B 2E>4SB 2 A8AB5<C ?>425A:8. 3. 
�>;PH8=AB2> A>2@5<5==OE 02B><>18;59 ?@>5:B8@CRBAS A =5ACI8< :C7>2><. 4. 

$8A: 1C:A>20=8S :>;5A C<5=PH05BAS ?@8 =0;8G88 CAB@>9AB20 ?>;=>3> ?@82>40. 5. 
�OA>:85 BS3>2O5 ?>:070B5;8 >15A?5G820RBAS <>I=O<8 4875;P=O<8 
42830B5;S<8. 

 

Task 11. Translate the text into English. Mind the words and phrases given. 

 

To be fitted – 1OBP >A=0I5==O<; 

Sidelights – 3010@8B=O5 D>=0@8; 
Headlights – D0@O; 

Poor visibility – ?;>E0S 2848<>ABP; 
To turn – ?>2>@0G820BP; 
Windscreen wipers and washers – AB5:;>>G8AB8B5;8; 
Horns – A83=0;O; 
Central locking – F5=B@0;87>20==>5 70:@O20=85 425@59; 
To achieve – 4>AB830BP; 
Acceptable emission level – B@51C5<O9 C@>25=P 2OE;>?=OE 307>2. 
 

The motor car electrical /electronic equipment 

 

A modern motor car has a considerable number of electrical and electronic systems. It is a 

fitted  with certain lights, sidelights and headlights to be used in darkness and in poor 

visibility. Indicators, or flashers, are used to inform others of the direction in which a 

motor car is turning. Brake lights are required during the application of the brakes. There 

are a lot of other items which are operated electrically, such as windscreen wipers and 

washers, horns, heaters, audio systems, conditioning systems, central locking, etc. 

The modern motor vehicle uses electronically controlled systems to operate many of the 

electrical items which were once controlled by simple on\off switches. Lately, 
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electronically controlled engine systems have become common to achieve good 

performance and acceptable emission levels. 

To operate the motor car electrical and electronic equipment electrical power is needed. It 

comes from a generator which is driven from the engine. Since certain items may be 

needed when engine is not running, a battery or accumulator is fitted. The battery is 

charged by the generator when the engine is running. 

 

Task 12. Agree or disagree with the following statements and add some more 

information if needed. 

 

1.A motor car uses side lights and headlights only in darkness. 2 Brake lights are not required 

during the application of the brakes. 3. Windscreen wipers and washers are operated 

electrically. 4. Modern cars use electronically controlled systems to achieve acceptable 

emission levels. 5. A motor car is fitted with an accumulator. 

 

Task 13. Divide the following words or phrases into five groups, those which describe or 

belong to a) engine; b transmission; c) drive lines; d) steering system; e) body. 

 

Rear axle, capacity, clutch, pulling power, propeller shaft, wheels, springs, suspension, 

shock absorber, half-shafts, integral arrangement, gearbox, differentials, linkages, stiff 

light construction, main shaft, frame, front axles, wheel steering, diesel, brake steering, 

internal combustion, petrol, fuel consumption, gasoline, rear-wheel drive.  

 

Task 14.  Match each word with its correct definition 

 

Clutch, gearbox, axle, suspension, transmission 

 

1. The part of the vehicle that takes power from engine to the wheels.  

2. A metal box that contains the gears of the vehicle. 

3. A piece of equipment in a vehicle that you press with your foot when you change gear. 

4. The equipment that makes a vehicle move smoothly when it goes over bumps on the 

ground. 

5. A metal bar that connects a pair of wheels on acar or other vehicle. 

                    

Task 15. Read the sentences, point out the Subjunctive Mood, the modal verbs and their 

equivalents. Give the Russian equivalents. 

 

1.They have to provide the necessary tools.  2. This structure should to fulfil a number of 

requirements. 3. The structure must contain all the systems and components. 4. They are able to 

arrange all the components. 5. The suspension system is to keep the vehicle occupants 

comfortable. 6. Being rather stiff the frameless or integral arrangement can withstand various 

frame stresses. 7. The four-wheel drive is to reduce the risks 8. I wish we were isolated from 

road bumps of wheel spin.9. It would be desirable to install a diesel in this vehicle. 10. The 

front-wheel drive is designed to be rather compact.  

 

Task 16. Make up your own sentences according to the models. 
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Model A:  He can drive this motor car.      He must drive this motor car. 

                  He is able to drive this motor car.    He has to drive this motor car. 

 

1. He can arrange these components.  2. He can 

provide the proper model design. 3. He must 

provide the proper model design. 4. The four-

wheel drive arrangement must distribute the 

drive to all four wheels. 5. She must handle the 

vehicle very carefully. 

 

Model B:  This motor car hasn’t a petrol engine. 
                 I wish this car had a petrol engine. 

 

1. This vehicle hasn9t a diesel. 2. This car hasn9t sufficient space for a driver and 

passengers. 3. This motor car hasn9t a four-wheel drive layout. 4. This 

automobile hasn9t a good suspension system. 5. This vehicle hasn9t a stiff light 
construction. 

 

Task 17.  Ask questions and use the words in Italics in your answers. The words in 

brackets will help you. 

 

1. A motor car contains the following components: engine, chassis,, and body 

(what components). 2. The power of the engine is transmitted through the 

transmission and drive lines to the wheels (how). 3. The usual source of power 

for a motor car is internal combustion engine (what). 4. A large capacity diesel 

should fulfil the following requirements: an ability to produce high levels of 

pulling power, reliability, and low fuel consumption (what requirements). 5. 

Spacing out the main components in the rear-wheel drive layout makes each unit 

accessible (what). 

 

Task 18. Translate the following sentences from Russian into English. 

 

1. �;02=O5 AB@C:BC@=O5 :><?>=5=BO 02B><>18;S: 42830B5;P, H0AA8 8 :C7>2. 
2. �AB>G=8: Q=5@388 4;S 02B><>18;S – 42830B5;P 2=CB@5==53> A3>@0=8S.  
3. (0AA8 A>AB>8B 87 B@0=A<8AA88, E>4>2>9 G0AB8 8 A8AB5<O C?@02;5=8S. 
4. &@0=A<8AA8S 2:;RG05B AF5?;5=85, :>@>1:C ?5@540G, :0@40==CR ?5@540GC, 
3;02=CR ?5@540GC 8 ?@82>4=O5 20;O 8;8 ?>;C>A8. 

5. )>4>20S G0ABP 2<5I05B @0<C, ?5@54=89 8 704=89 <>ABO, ?>425A:C, :>;5A0. 
6. 1=5@38S 42830B5;S ?5@5405BAS G5@57 B@0=A<8AA8R 8 E>4>2CR G0ABP : 
254CI8< :>;5A0<. 

7. %8AB5<O C?@02;5=8S A>AB>SB 87 @C;52>3> C?@02;5=8S 8 B>@<>7=>9 A8AB5<O. 
8. �>;PH8=AB2> A>2@5<5==OE 02B><>18;59 A:>=AB@C8@>20=O A =5ACI8< 
:C7>2><.  
 

Task 19. Make a summary of the text using the following phrases: 

 

1. The title of the text is&.. 
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2. The text is about &.. The text deals with&.. 
3. The text covers such points as&..first&.second&..third&.. 
4. It should be underlined that&& 

5. In conclusion, I may say that &.. 
6. To my mind&. In my opinion&.. 

 

                                         Types of motor car body 

 

The main purpose of a motor car body is to provide comfortable accommodation for a 

driver and passengers. With the introduction of unitary constructions, the body has 

become the main structure onto which all other vehicle elements are attached. Therefore, 

the body is both a load-bearing structure and a comfortable location for the occupants. 

One can distinguish between some body types of a motor car, such as saloon, estate, 

hatchback, coupe, convertible, etc. 

Saloon is a fully enclosed body with either two or four passenger doors. The common 

shape of the saloon body is based on three <boxes=: the front box forms the engine 
compartment, the centre section is the container for the occupants and the rear box is a 

storage space, called a boot (trunk) for the luggage. 

Estate (station wagon) has the roofline extended to the rear of the body to enlarge floor 

area for the carriage of luggage or goods. The rear door enables bulky or long objects to 

be loaded easily. Stronger suspension springs are fitted in the rear to support the extra 

load. 

The hatchback design is usually based on a saloon body but with the boot or trunk area 

blended into the centre section of the body therefore the hatchback is halfway between a 

saloon and an estate car. 

Coupe is usually two-door type intended for two people: a driver and one passenger. 

Some coupe models are designed 82+29 but the back area is more suitable for children or 

for occasional adult use. 

Convertible, also called cabriolet or drop-head-coupe, can be changed into an open car 

by either removing a rigid roof or lowering a collapsible fabric roof.  

The majority of mass-produced cars have a pressed steel body, although aluminium 

bodies are being used increasingly due to their lighter weight. Another common practice 

is to mould body panels from GRP (glass-reinforced plastics, often referred to as 

fiberglass). Other materials are also now used, such as carbon fibre, to produce body 

panels and structures. 
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Unit IV. 

ENGINES 

 

Task 1. Read and translate the text, try to focus on its essential facts and choode the 

most suitable heading given below for each paragraph. 

 

1) Engine Classification According to the Types of Ignition, Engine Cycle, Valve 

Location, Cooling 

2) Reciprocating Engines 

3) Identification of a Given Engine 

4) Rotary Engines 

5) Spark-Ignition Engines 

6) Invention and Development of the internal Combustion Engine 

7) Compression-Ignition Engines 

8) Different Kinds of Fuel Used in Engines 

 

An Internal Combustion Engine 

An internal combustion (IC) engine is an engine in which combustion of the fuel takes 

place in a confined space, so that expanding  gases provide mechanical power and 

produce motion. The invention and development of the internal combustion engine in 

the 19
th
 century had a profound impact on human life. The first commercially successful 

internal combustion engine was created by a Frenchman, Etienne Lenoir in 1860. It ran 

on coal gas, but worked on a cycle of operations, which did not include compression of 

the gas before ignition: as a result, it was not very efficient. Although various forms of 

internal combustion engines had been developed before the 19
th
 century, their 

widespread adoption in a variety of applications began with the commercial drilling and 

production of petroleum. Generally using fossil fuel (mainly petroleum), these engines 

appeared in almost all vehicles in the late 19
th
 century. The most significant distinction  

between modern internal combustion engines and the early designs is the use of 

compression and, in particular, in cylinder compression. 

Modern internal combustion engines can be classified in a number of different ways. 

According to the type of ignition, they can be divided into spark-ignition (SI) and 

compression-ignition (CI) engines. Depending on the engine cycle, they are four-stroke 

cycle and two-stroke cycle ones. A four-stroke cycle engine has four piston movements 

over two engine revolutions for each cycle. A two-stroke cycle engine has two piston 

movements over the revolution for each cycle. In accordance with the valve location, the 

internal combustion engines are called  I-head engines if valves are in head  (overhead 

valve), and L-head engines if valves are in block (flat head). According to the type of 

cooling, engines can be classified as air-cooled engines and liquid-cooled engines 

(water-cooled engines). 

Basic design devides engines into reciprocating and rotary ones. A reciprocating engine 

has one or more cylinders in which pistons reciprocate back and forth. The combustion 

chamber is located in the closed end of each cylinder. Power is delivered to a rotating 

output crankshaft by mechanical linkage with the pistons. Reciprocating engines are 

classified on the base of position and number of cylinders. These are single-cylinder 

engine, in-line engine, V-type engine, opposed-piston engine, and radial engine. A 
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single-cylinder engine has one cylinder and piston connected  to the crankshaft. In-line 

engine cylinders are positioned in a straight line, one behind the other along the length 

of the crankshaft. In V-type engine, two banks of cylinders are at an angle with each 

other along a single crankshaft. In V-type engine, two banks of ccylinders are at an angle 

with each other along a single crankshaft, allowing for a shorter engine block. Opposed-

cylinder engine has two banks of cylinsers opposite to each other on a single crankshaft. 

These engines are often called flat engines. Engines of two different cylinder 

arrangements have been classified as W-type engines in the technical literature. An 

opposed-piston engine has two pistons in each cylinder with the combustion chamber in 

the centre between the pistons.  Radial engines are engines with pistons positioned in a 

circular plane around a circular crankshaft. The connecting rods of the pistons are 

connected  to a master rod, which in turn, is connected to the crankshaft. 

A rotary engine ids made of a large non-concentric rotor with a built-in gearwheel, 

moving around a stationary block (stator). The moving combustion chambers are formed 

by the corners of the rotor sliding against the inner surface of the non-rotating block 

(housing). A number of experimental engines have been tested using this concept, but 

the only design that has ever become common in an automobile is the Wankel engine 

which has one, two, and three rotors. 

By method of fuel input, spark-ignition engines are divided into four types: carbureted 

engines in which air and fuel are mixed to facilitate the combustion process; multipoint 

port fuel injection engines in which one or more injections at each cylinder intake; 

throttle body fuel injection engines in which injectors upstream in intake manifold; 

gasoline direct injection engines in which injectors are mounted in combustion chambers 

with injection directly into cylinders. 

By method of fuel input, compression-ignition engines are divided into three types: 

direct injection engines in which fuel is injected into the main combustion chamber; 

indirect injection engines in which fuel is injected into the secondary combustion 

chamber; homogeneous charge compression ignition engines in which well-mixed fuel 

and oxidizer (typically, air) are  compressed to the point of auto-ignition. 

Besides, different kinds of fuel are used in engines: diesel oil, motor oil, naphta; 

kerosene or benzol-oil mixtures; gas, natural gas methane; alcohol ethyl, methyl; dual 

fuel. There are several engines that use a combination of two or more fuels. 

Several or all of these classifications can be used at the same time to identify a given 

engine. Thus, a modern engine might be called a reciprocating, spark-ignition, four-

stroke cycle, I-head, water-cooled, gasoline, multipoint port fuel injection automobile 

engine. 

 

Task 2. Agree or disagree with the following statements. 

 

1. The first commercially successful internal combustion engine was very efficient.  

2. The most significant distinction between modern internal combustion engines and 

the early designs is the use of compression and, in particular, in-cylinder 

compression. 

3. Depending on the engine cycle, engines are four-stroke cycle and five-stroke 

cycle ones. 
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4. In accordance with the valve location, the internal combustion engines are called 

I-head engines if valves are in head (overhead valve), and L-head engines if 

valves are in block (flat head). 

5. Radial engines are often called flat engines. 

 

Task 3. Read, transcribe and translate the international words, mind the stress.  

 

Mechanical  ______________________                          

gas  _____________________                  

commercial  ________________________           

compression _________________________               

transport __________________________                  

automobile  ______________________                          

mixture ___________________________   

modern____________________________ 

cylinder____________________________ 

technical____________________________ 

petroleum___________________________ 

location_____________________________ 

cycle_______________________________ 

engineering____________________________ 

concept________________________________ 

injection________________________________ 

method__________________________________                     

 

Task 4.  Analyze  the following words with different suffixes and divide them into two groups – 

nouns and adjectives.  

 

Internal, combustion, development, successful, efficient, commercial, mixture, different, 

ignition, distinction, mechanical, injector, classification, motion, invention, operation, 

compression, production, application, significant, different. 

 

Task 5. Divide the following terms into two groups, those which belong to a) spark-

ignition engines; b) compression-ignition engines.  

 

Gasoline direct injection engines, homogeneous charge compression-ignition 

engines, multipoint port fuel injection engines, throttle body fuel injection 

engines, indirect injection engines, carbureted engines, direct injection engines. 

 

Task 6. Match each word with its correct definition.  

 

                     Rotary engine, radial engine, in-line engine, W-type engine 
1. This engine is made of a block (stator) built around a large non-concentric rotor 

and crankshaft. 

2. Cylinders are positioned in a straight line, one behind the other along the length of 

the crankshaft in this engine. 
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3. Pistons are positioned in a circular plane around a circular crankshaft in this 

engine. 

4. Air and fuel are mixed to facilitate the combustion process in this engine. 

5. This is an engine of two different cylinder arrangements. 

 

Task 7. Read and translate the text. 

 

Petrol cars and electrical cars. 

 
People have been using cars for ages. Nowadays, the main competition seems to be 

between petrol cars and electric cars. The main difference between these two cars is the 

technology that powers the cars to run. Petrol driven cars are built using internal 

combustion engines that use petrol as fuel, whereas electric cars run on battery power that 

is recharged. 

A petrol combustion engine works on the principle of combustion, or the mixing of fuel 

with air to release gasses that cause the vehicle parts to move. The heat energy produced 

inside the engine is transmitted to propel the outside mechanical parts. These parts 

transmit the movement across the chassis to finally move the wheels accordingly. Petrol 

cars used to be fitted with carburetors and now use fuel injection systems. An electric car 

is fitted with batteries that rechargeable. The batteries are placed across the entire system 

in a balanced way to manage equivalent weight dispersion and are connected with cables. 

These batteries power the mechanical parts to move. 

Both petrol and electric technologies work on different principles. However, certain 

important comparisons can be made in terms of the rate of conversion between a petrol 

engine and electric batteries which shows higher efficiency in the case of electric 

batteries. Moreover, the petrol combustion process produces a lot of smoke and dust, 

while electric batteries do not produce such pollutants. The energy transmission is better 

in electric battery driven vehicles when compared with petrol vehicles resulting lesser 

wastage and transmission loss. 

Electric battery car technology is still being developed by the engineers. Though people 

argue in favour or against electric cars, the emerging situation demands to move away 

from petrol cars. More and more research and process improvements should be done to 

bring advancements in the technology. It can help people to save the environment from 

pollution. 

 

Task 8. Find the equivalents  of these words in the text. 

 

1. #@82>48BP 2 42865=85 2=5H=85 <5E0=8G5A:85 G0AB8 

____________________________________________________________ 

2. 2AS A8AB5<0 _____________________________________ 

3. @0A?@545;5=85 25A0 ___________________________________________ 

4. 703@S7=SRI55 25I5AB2> ____________________________________________ 

5. 2OA:07O20BP 0@3C<5=BO 70 8 ?@>B82 
_____________________________________________________________ 

6. 87=>A ________________________________________ 

7. 42830B5;8 2=CB@5==53> A3>@0=8S 
_________________________________________________________ 
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8. 15=78=>2O9 42830B5;P ___________________________________________ 

9. A8AB5<O B>?;82=>3> 706830=8S 
__________________________________________ 

10. ?@>F5AA 15=78=>2>3> A3>@0=8S 
______________________________________________________________ 

 

 
Task 9. Agree or disagree with the following statements . 

 

1. Petrol cars are better than electric cars. 

2. Both the petrol and electric technologies work on the same principles. 

3. The petrol combustion process produces a lot of smoke and dust, while electric 

batteries do not produce such pollutants. 

4. Petrol cars should be completely replaced with electric cars. 

5. Petrol cars have more disadvantages in comparision with electric cars/ 

 

Task 10. Fill in the table. 

 

Noun Verb 

conversion  

 to produce 

transmission  

 to develop 

movement  

 to connect 

connection  

 to expand 

exploration  

 to combine 

 
Task 11. Tick () the sentences which are true. 

  

1 Different internal-combustion engines are created by engineers.  

2 A petrol engine has traditionally been used in light passenger vehicles. 

 

 

3 The power of engine is being transmitted through transmission and drive 

lines to the drive wheels. 

 

4 Most modern cars are built with the integral chassis frame and body.  

5 The internal-combustion engines are used in automobiles, locomotives, 

marines, aircrafts, and others. 

 

 

 

Task 12. Make up your own sentences with the Passive Voice according to the model. 
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Model: In the 19
th

 century engineers developed various forms of internal combustion 

engines. In the 19
th
 century various forms of internal combustion engines were 

developed by engineers. 

 

1. Etienne Lenoir created the first internal combustion engine in 1860. 

2. Designers use engines in automobiles, locomotives, submarines, aircrafts, and 

others. 

3. We usually use gasoline, diesel oil or fuel oil in automobiles. 

4. A single combustion process causes two power strokes at the same time. 

5. The scientists have classified engines of two different cylinder arrangements as 

W-type engines. 

 

Task 13. Fill in the blanks to streamline the use of the Passive Voice. The words in 

brackets are given to help you. 

 

1. Yesterday this letter &. to our British partners (to send). 
2. The engines of a new type&. at Russian automobile plants next year (to produce). 

3. This type of engine & for new model of the car recently (to test). 

4. Every year the modern designs of the automobiles &. by the engineers and 

scientists at the international conferences (to discuss). 

5. Such common fuel as gasohol consisting of 90%gasoline and 10% alcohol also 

&. in IC engines (use). 

 

Task 14. Make up sentences according to the model to practice the use of the Passive 

Voice. 

 

Model: СB6D9@9AAO9 86<74F9?< 6AGFD9AA97B E7BD4A<S >?4EE<H<J<DGRFES CB          
            D4;?<KAO@ C4D4@9FD4@.    

           Modern internal combustion engines are classified in a number of different types. 

 

1. � 42830B5;5 :0@1R@0B>@=>3> B8?0 A60B8S B>?;82>2>74CH=0S A<5AP ?>ABC?05B 
2 F8;8=4@O 8 ?>468305BAS A8AB5<>9 706830=8S.  

2. � B5E=8G5A:>9 ;8B5@0BC@5 A>2@5<5==O9 42830B5;P =07O20RB 15=78=>2O< 
42830B5;5<, G5BO@5EB0:B=O< 42830B5;5<, ?>@H=52O< 42830B5;5<, 42830B5;5< 
A BC@1>=03@520B5;5<,  42830B5;5< A 8A:@>2O< 706830=85<, 42830B5;5< A V-

>1@07=O< @0A?>;>65=85< F8;8=4@>2, 42830B5;5< A 25@E=8< @0A?>;>65=85< 
:;0?0=>2, 42830B5;5< A 2>4S=O< >E;0645=85<, 42830B5;5< A @0A?@545;5==O< 
2?@OA:>< B>?;820. 

3. � 42830B5;SE A =5?@S<O< 2?@OA:>< B>?;82> 2?@OA:8205BAS 2 >B45;P=CR 
4>?>;=8B5;P=CR :0<5@C A3>@0=8S. 

4. � 15=78=>2OE 42830B5;SE A ?@S<O< 2?@OA:>< B>?;820 D>@AC=:8 
@0A?>;>65=O 2 :0<5@0E A3>@0=8S1 8 B>?;82> 2?@OA:8205BAS =5?>A@54AB25==> 
2 F8;8=4@O. 

5. � 42830B5;SE A @0A?@545;5==O< 2?@OA:>< B>?;820 B>?;82> ?>?0405B 2 
:064O9 F8;8=4@ G5@57 2?CA:=O5 :;0?0=O. 
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Task 15.Ask questions and use the words in italics in your answers. The fist words will 

help you. 

 

1. The first internal combustion engine ran on coal gas.  

What fuel________________________________________________________? 

2. Etienne Lenoir created the first commercially successful internal combustion 

engine.  

Who_____________________________________________________________? 

3. A four-stroke cycle engine involves four piston movements over two engine 

revolutions for each cycle. 

How many______________________________________________________________? 

4. Power is delivered to a rotating output crankshaft by mechanical linkage with the 

pistons. 

What_____________________________________________________________? 

5. Oppose-cylinder engines are often called flat engines. 

How______________________________________________________________?  

 

Task 16. Make a summary of the text using the following phrases. 

 

1. The title of the text is&& . 
2. The text is about&.. The text deals with &. . 
3. The text covers such points as&.first&..second&..third&. . 
4. It should be underlined that&.. . 
5. In conclusion, I may say that&.. . 
6. To my mind&. . In my opinion&. . 

 

                           The Wankel Engine 

 

The most successful rotary engine is the Wankel engine. German engineer Felix Wankel 

first conceived his rotary engine in 1924 and finally received a patent for it in 1929. He 

worked through the 1940s to improve the design. Considerable effort went into designing 

rotary engines in the 1950s and 1960s. They were of particular interest because they were 

running smoothly and quitly, and because of the reliability resulting from their simplicity. 

The Company NSU, where Wankel worked at that time, then licensed the concept to 

companies around the world, which continued to improve the design. Among the 

manufacturers signing licensing the agreements to develop Wankel engines were the 

automobile companies of Europe, America, Japan, Russia, and other countries. 

The Wankel engine is a type of an internal combustion engine in which the four strokes of 

a typical Otto cycle occur in the space between a three-sided symmetric rotor and the 

inside of a housing. Its four-stroke cycle is generally generated in a space between the 

inside of an oval-like epitrochoid-shaped housing and a roughly triangular rotor. In the 

basic single-rotor Wankel engine, the oval-like epitrochoid-shaped housing surrounds a 

rotor which is triangular with bow-shaped flanks. It has a disk that looks like a triangle 

with bulging sides rotating inside a cylinder shaped like a figure eight with a thick waist. 

Intake and exhaust are through ports in the flat sides of the cylinder. The spaces between 

the sides of the disk and the walls of the cylinder form combustion pockets. During a 

single rotation of the disk, each pocket alternately grows smaller, then larger because of 
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the contoured outline of the cylinder. This provides compression and expansion. The 

engine runs on a four-stroke cycle. The expansion phase of the Wankel cycle is much 

longer than that of the Otto cycle. 

The Wankel engines have some advantages. They are considered to be simpler and 

contain far fewer moving parts. For instance, they have no valves or complex valve trains. 

Moreover, since the rotor is geared directly to the output shaft, there is no need for 

connecting rods, a conventional crankshaft, crankshaft balance weights, etc. The 

elimination of these parts makes a Wankel engine not only much lighter, but it also 

completely eliminates the reciprocating mass of a piston engine with its internal strain and 

inherent vibration due to repeated acceleration and decelaration, producing not only a 

smoother flow of power but also the ability to produce more power by running at higher 

rpm. Though the Wankel engine has about 50% fewer parts and about a third the bulk and 

weight of a reciprocating engine, its main advantage is that advanced pollution control 

devices are easier to design for it than for the conventional piston engine. Besides, higher 

engine speeds are made possible by rotating instead of reciprocating motion, but this 

advantage is partially offset by the lack of torque at low speeds, leading to greater fuel 

consumption. Moreover, the shape of the Wankel combustion chamber and the turbulence 

induced by the moving rotor prevent localized hot spots from forming, thereby allowing 

the use of fuel of very low octane number without preignition or detonation, a particular 

advantage for hydrogen cars. The simplicity of design and smaller size of the Wankel 

engine also allows for savings in construction costs, compared to piston engines of 

comparable power output. 

The Wankel engine has also some disadvantages. The design of the Wankel engine 

requires numerous sliding seals and a housing that is typically built as a sandwich of cast 

iron and aluminum pieces that expand and contract by different degrees when exposed to 

heating and cooling cycles in use. These elements led to a very high incidence of loss of 

sealing, both between the rotor and the housing and also between the various pieces 

making up the housing. Besides, the shape of the Wankel combustion chamber prevents 

preignition, it also leads to incomplete combustion of the air-fuel charge, with the 

remaining unburned hydrocarbons released into the exhaust. One more disadvantage of 

the Wankel engine is the difficulty of expanding the engine to more than two rotors. The 

complex shapes of the rotor, housing, and output shaft and the way they fit together 

requires that engines with more than two rotors use an output shaft made of several 

sections assembled during the assembly of the rest of the engine. While this technique has 

been used successfully in Wankel powered racing cars, it negates a great deal of the 

relative simplicity and lower cost of the Wankel engine construction. 

Because of their compact, lightweight design, Wankel rotary engines have been installed 

in a variety of vehicles and devices such as automobiles and racing cars, aircraft, go-karts, 

personal water craft, and auxillary power units. The simplicity of the Wankel makes it 

ideal for macro, mini, micro, and micromini engine designs. 

  

 

Task 17. Fill in the table. 

 

Infinitive Past Indefinite Participle II Participle I 

 decided   

to build    
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  drawn  

to be    

   doing 

 saw   

to open    

  begun  

to grow    

 wanted   

to lit    

   stopping 

 

Task 18. Read and translate the text. 

The first trams. 

The very first tram was on the Swansea and Mumbles Railway in south Wales, UK; 

it was horse-drawn at first, and later moved by steam and electric power. The Mumbles 

Railway Act was passed by the British Parliament in 1804, and the first passenger 

railway (similar to streetcars in the US some 30 years later) started operating in 1807. 

The first streetcars, also known as horse cars in North America, were built in the United 

States and developed from city stagecoach lines and omnibus lines that picked up and 

dropped off passengers on a regular route without the need to be pre-hired. These trams 

were an animal railway, usually using teams of horses and sometimes mules to haul the 

cars, usually two as a team. Occasionally other animals were put to use, or humans in 

emergencies. 

The first streetcar line, developed by Irish-American John Stephenson, was the New 

York and Harlem Railroad's Fourth Avenue Line which ran along the Bowery and 

Fourth Avenue in New York City. Service began in 1832. It was followed in 1835 by 

New Orleans, Louisiana, which has the oldest continuously operating street railway 

system in the world, according to the American Society of Mechanical Engineers. 

The first electric street tramway in Britain, the Blackpool Tramway, was opened on 

29 September 1885 using conduit collection along Blackpool Promenade. Since the 

closure of the Glasgow Corporation Tramways 1962, this has been the only first-

generation operational tramway in the UK. 

Task 19. Write down all the numerals and dates from the text by words. 

 
1. __________________________________________ 

2. __________________________________________ 

3. __________________________________________ 

4. __________________________________________ 

5. __________________________________________ 

6. __________________________________________ 

7. __________________________________________ 
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Task 20. Find English equivalents in the text. 

 

1. R6=O9 'Q;PA _____________________________________________________ 

2. 70?@S65==0S ;>H04P<8 _____________________________________________ 

3. ?0@>20S 8 Q;5:B@8G5A:0S BS30 ________________________________________ 

4. =0G0;0 ACI5AB2>20=85 ______________________________________________ 

5. ?>AB>S==O9 <0@H@CB_______________________________________________ 

6. B0I8BP 70 A>1>9 <0H8=C (203>=) _____________________________________ 

7. ?@>BS=CBPAS 24>;P _________________________________________________ 

 

Task 21. Complete the sentences from the text. 

 

1. The very first tram was ___________at first, and later moved by 

_____________________________. 

2. The first streetcars were built ________________________ and also known as 

_____________________. 

3. Stagecoach lines and omnibus lines were ___________, usually using teams of  

_______________to haul ______________. 

4. According to the  _______________ New Orleans, Louisiana have the 

_________________in the world. 

5. Since 1962 the _________Tramway has been the only ________________. 

 

Task 22. Define Tense form of verbs. 

 

1. was passed 

2. started 

3. were built 

4. was followed 

5. has 

6. has been 

7. was opened 

 

Task 23. Make up a few questions on the topic. 

 

Task 24. Write a report on first trams in Irkutsk. 

 

Task 25. Read and translate the statements, then point out advantages and 

disadvantages of using trams. 

 

Pros and cons of tram systems.  

 

1 Unlike buses, trams give off no exhaust emissions at point of use. 

Compared to motorbuses the noise of trams is generally perceived to be 

less disturbing. However, the use of solid axles with wheels fixed to 

them produces a characteristic loud, high frequency noise often referred 

to as a "squeal." 

 

2 Trams can cause speed reduction for other transport modes (buses, cars)  
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when stops in the middle of the road do not have pedestrian refuges, as 

in such configurations other traffic cannot pass whilst passengers alight 

or board the tram. 

3 The trams' stops in the street are easily accessible   

4 They can use overhead wire set to be shared with trolleybuses (a three 

wire system). 

 

5 Tram infrastructure occupies urban space at ground-level, sometimes to 

the exclusion of other users, including cars. 

 

6 The opening of new tram and light rail systems has sometimes been 

accompanied by a marked increase in car accidents, as a result of drivers' 

unfamiliarity with the physics and geometry of trams.  

 

7 Trams can adapt to the number of passengers by adding more cars during 

rush hour (and removing them during off-peak hours). No additional 

driver is then required for the trip in comparison to buses. 

 

8 The capital cost is higher than for buses, even if a tramcar usually has a 

much higher lifetime than a bus. 

 

9 Trams can run on renewable electricity without the need for very 

expensive and short life batteries. 

 

10 In the event of a breakdown or accident, or even road works and 

maintenance, a whole section of the tram network can be blocked.  

 

11 Passenger comfort is normally superior to buses because of controlled 

acceleration and braking and curve easement. Rail transport such as used 

by trams provides a smoother ride than road use by buses. 

 

12 Because the tracks are visible, it is easy for potential riders to know 

where the routes are. 

 

13 Light rail vehicles are often heavier per passenger carried than heavy rail 

and monorail cars, as they are designed with higher durability (which 

means more mass) to survive collisions, since they cannot swerve to 

avoid oncoming objects in emergencies. 
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                                              TEST 1 

 

 

1) A structure of a vehicle provides a _____ for all 

necessary vehicle systems. 

a) location;          b)  number;          c) purpose; 

2) A motor car includes engine, chassis, and ______. 

a) suspension;       b) body;            c)  diesel; 

3) Transmission embraces ____, gearbox, propeller shaft, 

etc. 

      a)  frame;         b)  brakes;               c)  clutch; 

4) _____ systems are wheel steering and brake steering. 

       a)  Main;   b) Major;  c) Sufficient; 

5) Drive lines include ____ front and rear axles, etc.. 

      a) frame;         b) gearbox;           c)  clutch; 

6) Suspension involves ____, shock absorberts, and 

linkage. 

      a) propeller shaft;           b) sprigs;         c) capacity; 

7) For the RWD _____, the rear wheels act as the driving 

wheels. 

      a) space;              b) linkage;                c) layout; 

8) In the ____ layout each unit is accessible. 

a) RWD;                b) FWD;        c) 4WD; 

9) Relatively light vehicle systems and components are 

located in a lightweight ____ construction. 

      a)  sufficient;    b)  unitary;  c)  usual; 

10) The frameless arrangement provides a _____ light 

construction to the motor car. 

       a)  isolated;                 b) driving;            c) stiff; 

11) The power of the engine ____ through the transmission 

and drive lines. 

      a) is to be transmitted;                b)are to be transmitted;   

c) is to transmit; 

12) The main purpose of a motor car ____ comfortable 

accommodation for occupants 

      a) is to be provided;  b) provided;  c) is to provide; 

 

 

 

1. ______ 

 

2. ______ 

 

 

3. ______ 

 

4. ______ 

 

5. ______ 

 

 

6. ______ 

 

 

7. ______ 

 

8. ______ 

 

 

9. ______ 

 

 

10. ______ 

 

 

 

11. ______ 

 

 

12. ______ 
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                                            TEST 2 

 

1. An internal combustion (IC) engine is an engine in 

which ____ of the fuel takes place in a confined 

space. 

a) melting            b) combustion               c) cutting 

2. The first internal combustion engine ran on _____, 

but worked on a cycle of operations, which did not 

include compression of the gas before ignition. 

a) natural gas        b)petrol              c) coal gas 

3. The most significant distinction between modern 

internal combustion engines and the early designs is 

the use of ____ . 

a) pressure         b) ignition               c) compression 

4. A reciprocating engine has one or more cylinders in 

which pistons reciprocate _____. 

a) up and down           b) back and forth     c) left and right 

5. Basic design devids engines into reciprocating and 

____ ones. 

a) royal            b) round            c) rotary 

6. Reciprocating engines are classified on the base of 

position and number of ____. 

a) pistons          b) cylinders           c) crankshafts 

7.  A single-cylinder engine has one cylinder and piston 

connected to the _____. 

a) crankshaft       b) combustion chamber     c) rotor  

8. Opposed- cylinder engine has ____- banks of 

cylinders opposite to each other on a single 

crankshaft. 

a) two             b) three               c) four 

9. An opposed-piston engine has _____ pistons in each 

cylinder with the combustion chamber in the centr 

between the pistons. 

a) two           b) three            c) four 

10. A rotary engine is made of a large non-concentric 

rotor with a built-in ____, moving around a stationary 

block (stator). 

a) cylinder            b) crankshaft               c) gearwheel 

11. The first commercially successful internal combustion 

engine _____ by a Frenchman, Etienne Lenoir in 

1860. 

a) is created             b) was created              c)are created 

12. The combustion chamber ______ in the closed end of 

each cylinder. 

a) am located               b) are located          c) is located 

13. Power _____ to a rotating output crankshaft by 

mechanical linkage with the pistons in reciprocating 

engine. 

a) am delivered     b) is delivered          c) are delivered 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.--------- 

 

 

 

2.--------- 

 

 

 

3-------- 

 

 

4-------- 

 

 

5-------- 

 

 

6------- 

 

 

7------- 

 

 

 

8------- 

 

 

 

9------ 

 

 

 

10------- 

 

 

 

11.------- 

 

 

12-------- 

 

 

 

13_____- 
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Grammar tables. 

 

to be 

 Simple Active \ 
 

Present Past Future 

(I) am 

(he, she, it) is 

(we, you, they) are 

was (54. G.) were (<=. 
'.) 

shall be (1-5 ;.) 
will be 

 

 to have 

 Simple Active  

Present Past Future 

have (got) 

has (got) 

 

had shall have 

will have 

 

 

%6B8A4я F45?8J4 @B84?PAOI 7?47B?B6 8 8I Q>6864?9AFB6 
 

 Present Past Future 

�>;65=AB2>2
0=85 

I must meet him.   

I have to meet him. I had to meet him. I shall have to meet him. 

I am to meet him. I was to meet him. I9ll be to meet him. 
I should meet him.   

%?>A>1=>ABP 
8;8 
2>7<>6=>ABP 
A>25@H5=8S 
459AB28S 

He can help you. He could help you.  

He is able to help 

you. 

He was able to 

help you. 

He will be able to help 

you. 

$07@5H5=85 
8;8 

2>7<>6=>ABP 

I may use this device. I might use this 

device 

 

I am allowed to use 

the device. 

I was allowed to 

use the device. 

I shall be allowed to use 

the device. 
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Simple Active Tenses 
  

(>@<0 Present Simple Past Simple Future Simple 

'B25@48B5;P=0S My friends study 

French.  

He speaks 

English. 

My friends studied 

French at school. 

He spoke English at 

the conference. 

My friends will study 

French at the Institute. 

The teacher will speak 

about our English exam. 

�>?@>A8B5;P=0S Do your friends 

study French?  

 

Does he speak 

English? 

Did your friends 

study French at 

school?  

Did he speak 

English at the 

conference? 

Will your friends study 

French at the Institute?  

 

Will the teacher speak 

about our English exam? 

"B@8F0B5;P=0S 
 

My friends don't 

study French. 

 He doesn't speak 

English. 

My friends did not 

study French.  

He didn't speak 

English at the 

conference. 

My friends won't study 

French at the Institute.  

The teacher won't speak 

about our English exam. 

 

 

 

Progressive Active Tenses  

$BD@0 

 
Present 

Progressive 

Past Progressive Future Progressive 

#F25D4<F5?
PA0O 

The are having an 

English class. 

 

 

He is still writing 

an exercise. 

They were having an 

English class when I 

came to see them.  

He was writing an 

exercise from 6 till 8 

o'clock. 

They will be having an 

English class tomorrow 

at 9 o'clock.  

 

He will be writing an 

exercise from 6 till 8 

o'clock tomorrow. 
�BCDBE<F5?
PA0O 

Are they having an 

English class? 

 

Is he still writing 

an exercise? 

Were they having an 

English class when I 

came to see them?  

 

Was he writing an 

exercise from 6 till 8 

o'clock. 

Will they be having an 

English class tomorrow 

at 9 o'clock?    

 

Will he be writing an 

exercise from 6 till 8 

o'clock tomorrow? 
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�FD<F0F5?P
A0O 

They aren't having 

an English class, they 

are having a Russian 

class. 

 

He isn't writing an 

exercise, he is 

reading a book. 

They weren't having 

an English class when 1 

came to see them, they 

were having a Russian 

class.  

 

He wasn't writing an 

exercise from 6 till 8 

o'clock, he was reading 

a book. 

They will not be having 

an English class tomor-

row at 9 o'clock, they 

will be having a Russian 

class.  

 

He won't be writing an 

exercise from 6 till 8 

o'clock tomorrow, he'll 

be reading a book. 

 

 

Perfect Active Tenses  

(>@<0 Present Perfect Past Perfect Future Perfect 

'B25@48B5;P
=0S 

I have sent the letter. I had already sent the 

letter by 6 o'clock 

yesterday. 

I shall have sent the letter 

by tomorrow evening. 

�>?@>A8B5;P
=0S 

Have you sent the 

letter? 

Had you sent the letter 

by 6 o'clock yesterday? 

Will you have sent the 

letter by tomorrow 

evening? 

"B@8F0B5;P
=0S 

I have not sent the 

letter yet. 

I had not sent the let-

ter by 6 o'clock 

yesterday. 

I shall not have sent the 

letter by tomorrow 

evening. 

 

 

 

Simple, Progressive, Perfect Tenses in Passive Voice 

 

 Simple Progressive Perfect 

 to be + Participle II to be + being + 

Participle II 

to have + been + Participle II 

 

The letter is  

translated 

The letter is being 

translated 

The letter has been translated 

Present Is the letter translated? Is the letter being 

translated? 

Has the letter been translated? 

 

The letter isn't translated The letter isn't being 

translated 

The letter hasn't been 

translated. 

Past The letter was translated The letter was being  

translated 

The letter had been translated 
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 Was the letter  

translated? 

Was the letter being 

translated? 

Had the letter been translated? 

 The letter wasn't 

translated. 

The letter wasn't being 

translated 

The letter hadn't been 

translated? 

Future The letter will be translated  The letter will have been 

 Will the letter be 

translated? 

He C?>B@51;SRBAS. Will the letter have been 

translated? 

 The letter won't be 

translated 

 The letter won't have been 

translated. 

 

%FDG>FGD4 EC9J84?PAOI 6BCDBEB6  

�>?@>A8-

B5;P=O5 
A;>20 

�A?><>30B5;P-
=O9 3;03>; 

#>4;560I55 
8 
>?@545;5=85 
: =5<C 

%<OA;>2>9 
3;03>; 2 
D>@<5 
8=D8=8B820 

�@C385 G;5=O 
?@54;>65=8S 

What 

Where 

When 

do  

did 

will 

you  

he  

your sister 

do 

go  

return 

in the evening?  

yesterday? 

 home? 

 

 

&45?8J4 CDB876B8AOI E?B6 BF some, any, no, every 

 

 5AB>8<5=8S + thing +body, one +where '?>B@51;5=85 

some 

A9>BFBDO= 

>4>B=-FB 

>4>B=-A<5G8P 

A9E>B?P>B 

something KFB-

FB, 
 KFB-A<5G8P 

somebody 

someone 

>FB-FB 

>FB-A<5G8P 

somewhere 

789-FB, >G84-

FB, 789-

A<5G8P, 
 >G84-A<5G8P 

2 CB25@4. . 
?@54;. 

any 

1 )6ES><= ?R5B= 
2)>4>B=-A<5G8P 

anything 

1 )6Eё  
2)KFB-FB 3)KFB-

A<5G8P 

anybody 

anyone 

1)6ES><=,  
2)>FB-FB, 
>FB-A<5G8P 

anywhere 

1)69;89,  

2)789-A<5G8P, 
>G84-A<8G8P 

1)2 CB25@4. 2)2 
2>?@>A8B, 
?@54;. 

no, not any 

A<>4>B= + A9 

nothing (not 

anything) A<KFB 

+ A9 A<K97B 

nobody (not 

anybody), no 

one 

A<>FB + A9 

nowhere  

not anywhere 

A<789, 

A<>G84 + A9 

2 >B@8F0B. 
?@54?. 
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every 

6ES><=,  
>4:8O= 

everything 

6Eё 

everybody 

everyone 

6E9 

everywhere 

69;89, 
CB6ER8G 

2 CB25@4., 
2>?@>A8B, 8 
>B@8F0B. ?@54;. 

 

%?B6BB5D47B64F9?PAO9 4HH8>EO 

 

%CI5AB28B5;P=O5 
- ion / - sion /-tion 

- er / -or 

-ing 

-ment 

-ty / -ity 

-ance / -ence 

-ness 

-ure / -ture 

 

- discussion, transmission, 

combination 

- writer, inspector 

- opening 

- development 

- activity 

- importance, difference 

- darkness 

  - mixture 

#@8;030B5;P=O5 
-ic 

-ive  

-able / -ible 

-ant / -ent 

-ous 

-al 

-ful 

-less 

-un / -in / -ir / -il / -im 

 

- democratic 

- progressive 

- valuable, accessible 

-resistant, different 

- dangerous 

- central 

- hopeful 

- hopeless 

- uncomfortable, indirect, 

irregular, illogical, impossible 

�;03>; 
-ize 

re- 

 

- to characterize 

- to rewrite 
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Irregular verbs. 

 

Infinitive Past Participle II Translation 

arise arose arisen 2>7=8:0BP 
awake awoke awaked 1C48BP, ?@>A=CBPAS 

be was, were been 1OBP 
bear bore born =>A8BP, @>48BP 
beat beat beaten 18BP 

become became become AB0BP 
begin began begun =0G0BP 
bend bent bent A>3=CBPAS 
bind bound bound A2S70BP 
bite bit bitten :CA0BP 
blow blew blown 4CBP 
break broke broken ;><0BP 
bring brought brought ?@8=>A8BP 
build built built AB@>8BP 
burst burst burst @07@078BPAS, 27>@20BPAS 
buy bought bought ?>:C?0BP 

catch caught caught ;>28BP, ?>9<0BP 
choose chose chosen 2O18@0BP  

cut cut cut @570BP 
deal dealt dealt 8<5BP 45;> 

dream  dreamt dreamt <5GB0BP 
do did done 45;0BP 

draw drew drawn B0I8BP, @8A>20BP 
drink drank drunk ?8BP 
drive drove driven 5E0BP 
eat ate  eaten 5ABP, :CH0BP 

hear heard heard A;CH0BP 
hit hit hit C40@8BP, ?>?0ABP 
hold held held 45@60BP 
hurt hurt hurt ?@8G8=SBP 1>;P 

know knew known 7=0BP 
keep kept kept 45@60BP 
lay laid laid :;0ABP, ?>;>68BP 
lead laid laid 25AB8 
leap leapt/leaped leapt/leaped ?@O30BP 
leave left left >AB02;SBP 
lend lent lent >4>;68BP 
let let let ?CAB8BP, 40BP 
lie lay lain ;560BP 

lose lost lost B5@SBP 
make made made 45;0BP 
meet met met 2AB@5G0BP 
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pay paid paid ?;0B8BP 
put put put :;0ABP 
read read read G8B0BP 
ride rode ridden 5748BP 25@E>< 

ring rang rung 72>=8BP 
rise rose risen ?>4=8<0BP 
run ran run 1560BP 
say said said 3>2>@8BP, A:070BP 
see saw seen 2845BP 
sell sold sold ?@>4020BP 
send sent sent ?>A;0BP 
set set set CAB0=02;820BP 

shake shook shaken B@SAB8 
shine shone shone A25B8BP, A8SBP 
shoot shot shot AB@5;SBP 
show showed shown/showed ?>:07O20BP 
sing sang sung ?5BP 
sink sank sunk >?CA:0BPAS 
sit sat sat A845BP 

sleep slept slept A?0BP 
slide slid slid A:>;P78BP 
speak spoke spoken 3>2>@8BP 
spend spent spent B@0B8BP 
steal stole stolen C:@0ABP 
stick stuck stuck 2B>;:=CBP 
strike struck struck/stricken C40@SBP, 10AB>20BP 
swear swore sworn :;SABPAS 
swim swam swum ?;020BP 
take took taken 1@0BP 
teach taught taught CG8BP 
tell told told 3>2>@8BP 

think thought thought 4C<0BP 
throw threw thrown 1@>A8BP 
wake woke woken ?@>AO?0BPAS, 1C48BP 
wear wore worn =>A8BP 
weep wept wept ?;0:0BP 
win won won 2O83@O20BP 
wind wound wound 702>48BP 
write wrote written ?8A0BP 

                             

                      

 

 

 

                                


